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Poll for increased gender neutral
housing met with hope & skepticism

Nicole Mitchell
Staff Writer

____________________________________

“I feel like […] Here we go
again with the surveys, here we
go again with the push for gender
neutral housing […] People have
been working towards this since
I was a freshman,” said senior
Jaime Gonzalez. He was referring
to the latest in a series of surveys
generated by Lawrence University
Community Council’s Residence
Life Committee meant to gauge
interest in increasing gender
neutral housing and bathroom
options in Lawrence's residence
halls.
Currently, rooms in Hiett and
Brokaw Halls, Big and Small Execs,
and small houses are gender
neutral. Notably, none of these
residences are open to freshmen,
and none offer the typical college experience of living on a coeducational floor. Sage is co-ed by
floor, meaning that while roommates are all of the same gender,
both men and women may occupy
different rooms on the same floor.
There are also a limited number
of gender neutral bathrooms on
campus, and even fewer of those

have showers. Many of these bathrooms are also inconveniently
located.
Explaining why it is important to offer more accessible gender neutral housing on campus,
Gonzalez said “while the people
who need [gender neutral housing] are a small demographic […]
we need to work towards helping
that demographic. Maybe only 20
percent of people on campus say
they want gender neutral housing,
but that 20 percent needs it.”
Gonzalez added that gender
neutral housing is about giving
people “the option to be in a space
where they feel safe and comfortable.”
This sentiment was echoed
by junior Allison Wray, a gender
non-conforming student, who
says “there is a sense of comfort
in being able to have our housing,
and have our housing match our
identities.” Wray added “people
identify how they identify and […]
respecting the needs of students
who identify outside the gender
binary, or who don't but for who
[gender neutral housing] is a
more comfortable option, is really
important.”
The most recent Residence

Life Committee survey, which was
sent out on Friday, Oct. 9 and
will be open on voyager for two
weeks, is likely a sign of hope
for students like Gonzalez and
Wray. This survey is the culmination of a student-lead initiative for
increased gender neutral housing options, and follows a much
broader poll sent out in spring of
2014. Sophomore and Residence
Life Committee Vice Chair Dan
Thomas-Commins said the 2014
survey “pointed to a strong desire
for gender neutral housing in
traditional residence halls,” and
explained that this most recent
survey is much more focused.
Instead of informing on
general feelings about gender
neutral housing, it will “tell [the
Residence Life Committee] how
many floors to set aside as gender
neutral.” He says his goal is to
extend the option of gender neutral housing to incoming freshmen
and other students interested in a
traditional residence hall experience. Junior and Residence Life
Committee Chair Malcolm LunnCraft says that there is a “strong
possibility” of that happening next
fall.

MARS launch dinner
receives attention & scrutiny
from Lawrence community
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Tuesday, Oct. 6 at the
first Men Against Rape and Sexual
Assault (MARS) dinner, Lecturer
of Gender and Freshman Studies
Helen Boyd Kramer opened with,
“This is fucking stupid.”
The ‘this’ she was referring
to was multifaceted and struck a
chord with many of the women in
the room. The video that followed,
showing rituals women have for
trivial actions like getting into a
car to keep them safe, continued
to highlight the discrepancies
between the realities of masculine
and feminine people.
Despite this, senior, Chair
of Student Alliance Against
Sexual Harassment and Assault
(SAASHA) board member of MARS
Hannah Shryer admits that the
event had a different focus.
“Just sitting through the program was hard for me because it
wasn’t targeted for people like me,
it wasn’t targeted toward women,
people who have as much knowledge [on this issue],” began Shryer.

Naturally, others found the
dinner informative.
“I think the event was successful in describing the fundamental aspects of the issue. Those
being: what is sexual assault,
harassment and rape; what is consent; what are Lawrence's policies
regarding these; and that these
are issues that affect everybody,”
said senior Galen Dods.
Shryer continued to stress
that the attendees were “responsive and good listeners and felt
that most of them could take [her]
seriously.” Shryer was also surprised with the massive turn out.
“Honestly, the event received
too much publicity, too much
recognition. It was just a launch
event, which was really pivotal,
but at the same time, it was a little
too much, especially when people
like me, people in SAASHA, people in Downer Feminist Council
[DFC], people who have graduated
have been working on this sort
of thing for a very long time and
these people have always been
women and never gotten that rec-

See page 2

Poet John Murillo reads selected work in Wriston art gallery
Peter Winslow

For The Lawrentian

___________________________________

This past Monday, Oct. 12,
Lawrence University set up, “An
Evening of Poetry with John
Murillo” in Wriston Art Center,
sponsored by the Mia Paul Poetry
Fund. Murillo is the author of
“Up Jump The Boogie,” a collection
of poems that is currently being
taught both in Assistant Professor
of English Melissa Range’s
Creative Poetry course and Bonnie
Glidden Buchanan Professor of
English Literature and Associate
Professor of English Timothy
Spurgin’s Literary Analysis course
this term. “Up Jump The Boogie”
was published in 2010 and a finalist for the Kate Tufts Discovery
Award and up for the PEN Open
Book Award.
Murillo was born in Los
Angeles, and educated at Howard
University in Washington, D.C.
and New York University (NYU).
He currently teaches at NYU
and Hampshire College, and has
become a revered poet over the
past couple decades with honors including a Pushcart Prize,
fellowships from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the Fine
Arts Work Center in Provincetown,
Mass., the Wisconsin Institute of
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Murillo read his work and answered questions last Monday in the Wriston Art Center gallery.
Photo by Luke Payne
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BU Professor David Campbell speaks on non-linear science
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Monday, Oct. 12, the Phi
Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar David
Campbell gave a lecture titled
“The Fermi-Pasta Ulam (FPU)
Problem and The Birth of Nonlinear Science.” The lecture took
place at 7:30 p.m. in Steitz Hall,
and was open to the community.
It was one of the two lectures that
are part of the Phi Beta Kappa
Visiting Scholars Program. The
second lecture was given Tuesday,
Oct. 13.
The lecture was sponsored
by Phi Beta Kappa, a national
liberal arts honors society. The
program, according to their website, was established in 1956 to
“contribute to the intellectual life
of the campus by making possible
an exchange of ideas between the
Visiting Scholars and the resident
faculty and students.”
The program brings a visiting
scholar to a college for two days to
engage in the college’s academic
life. This includes meeting with
students and faculty, and engaging
in classroom activities. Visiting
scholars also give a lecture open
to the academic community and
a lecture open to the public. As
one of the 283 campuses that
have a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
Lawrence University was selected
to participate in the program.
The
visiting
scholar,
Campbell, is a professor of physics, electrical and computer engineering, materials science, and
engineering at Boston University.
His work centers on the field of
nonlinear science, and he cofounded the Center for Nonlinear
Studies at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Among other honors,
in 2014, he received the Gauss
Professorship of the Academy of
Sciences in Göttingen.
Campbell’s lecture focused
on non-linear science and using
computers to run experimental
mathematics on non-linear models. He described the underlying

MARS

continued from page 1
ognition,” said Shryer.
Joe Samalin, one of the speakers at the event, addressed this
issue highlighting that he could
say, “Men! Don’t rape! It is bad!”
and receive a standing ovation,
yet “the women who taught [him]
everything [he] knows and continue to teach [him] say the same
thing, but eloquently, instead get
rape or death threats.”
However, although this recognition was present, many students felt that the three hour

Murillo

continued from page 1
Creative Writing and two Larry
Neal Writers Awards.
During Monday night’s reading, he recited nine poems in total,
four of which are featured in “Up
Jump The Boogie.” He encouraged
his audience to be active when
receiving his words, saying if they
liked a particular line or verse,
they should let him know with
“grunts and snaps,” as he put it
while laughing. He engaged the
audience at every break between

Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar David Campbell spoke in Steitz Hall last Monday.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

question of non-linear science as
how to go from phenomena that
are the same when reversed in
time—a pendulum swinging back
and forth—to phenomena that
are not the same when reversed
in time—pouring water out of a
glass.
He then went on to describe
the history of the non-linear
field of science. He explained

the research of scientists Enrico
Fermi, John Pasta, Stanislaw Ulam,
and Mary Tsingou, and the questions that arose from their results.
He also explained research in
chaos, solitons and patterns that
developed from their research.
Additionally, Campbell noted
ongoing research in non-linear
systems ranging from development of tail patterns on zebrafish

to electronic information storage
and transport.
Associate Professor of
Physics Douglas Martin, was eager
to learn more about the history of
mathematics and the application
of computers in studying equations from the lecture. In addition, he hoped students would “be
excited by the ideas of nonlinear
dynamics and that at least a few

[would] be excited enough to pursue the topic further.”
The lecture was open to all
majors and members of the community. Martin said, “I hope this
lecture reinforces the tradition
of the liberal arts on campus; in
particular, the notion that every
subject taught at Lawrence is a
component of the liberal arts.”

dinner left much to be desired.
Mainly, this criticism rests on the
lack of female voices and general
confusion about the creation of
the MARS chapter at Lawrence.
“Why does there have to be a
separation if we are talking about
a topic that affects all genders? It
should be a dialogue,” questioned
sophomore Mia Bowens.
“If I want to learn about biology, I am going to go to a biologist,
not a journalist who wrote about
a biological discovery. I don’t see
how this is any different,” began
sophomore Sabrina Conteh.
Conteh continued to emphasize that while the dinner was well

intentioned, it was misguided.
“[In the future, MARS] should
consider doing a series of workshops that would more effectively
relay this information and allow
for discussion,” said Conteh. “This
was way too much information at
once without addressing topics
like rape that happens to men,
how rape happens on campus, etc.
It just felt like a lot of coddling.”
Shryer agrees that she envisions changes in the future.
“We could have been more
intersectional and inclusive of
people of different identities.
[This event] was definitely targeted for stereotypical ideas of what

masculine people are and identify as and the groups they’re in,
so that realm of heteronormative
gendered cultured,” said Shryer.
Through this, the general
reaction seemed to call for a better way to meet the goals of this
organization.
“Based on this initial event,
I think that MARS has the potential to galvanize significant change
with their future initiatives,” said
Dods.
“[In the future,] there should
be more discussion about masculinity, because we were reiterating
over and over that you should
be able to talk about your feel-

ings if you’re a masculine person,
but we never gave [the audience]
the opporunity to do that or even
digest it beyond hearing people
present on it,” continued Shryer.
In spite of the numerous changes requested by the
Lawrence community, Shryer is
ultimately pleased with the event.
“Even if it was seemingly kind
of basic, it was still important,”
concludes Shryer.
MARS plans on participating
in future events throughout the
year, for instance, a Concert for
Consent occurring this spring.

poems, comically reminiscing
about past experiences in his life
and poking fun at the boredom
that is often associated with poetry readings. According to Murillo,
he does not identify as a spoken
word poet, but his lyrical pattern
is influenced by hip-hop and rap
music. During his reading, he referenced his experiences playing
basketball while growing up and
how that has helped shape him
into the individual he is today.
During the question and
answer portion after his readings,
Murillo answered many questions,
varying from his personal maturation as a poet to where he draws

influences to when first started
writing. When asked how he prepares himself to write a poem,
Murillo said he often reads before
writing, or he practices different
literary styles and techniques in
order to sharpen his process and
the development of his poetry. He
also shared that often, he writes
words on paper while vocalizing
them at the same time in order to
perfect his word choice and align
the syllable placement down to
each consonant and vowel. After
the session, he stayed in Wriston
to sign books and talk with some
of the students studying his material.
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Workload Woes
Fiona Masterton
Columnist

___________________________

Dear Fiona,

It’s fifth week and the work is
really starting to pile up. Reading
assignments are getting longer,
and I have papers due every other
class; it’s too much! How am I going to survive? I can’t remember
how I ever stayed caught-up with
this much work in past terms.
How do I keep my sanity and still
do well in my classes?
- Swamped Scholar

Dear Swamped Scholar,

This is a hard question to answer. I wish I could tell you that
there’s a secret to handling a huge
workload, and that once you learn
it, all your homework troubles will
vanish. Unfortunately, that is totally not the case. There is no definitive way to deal with lots of homework. Everyone has a different

way of keeping their head above
water. The best thing you can do is
try out a couple methods and find
which one works best for you.
The first thing I would suggest
is to go to the Center for Teaching
and Learning (CTL) and request
a time management consultation.
The CTL doesn’t just have writing
tutors, they have lots of resources
to help you get all your work done
and remain sane.

My sophomore year was awful as far as workload and other
things goes, and seeing someone
in the CTL every Monday really
helped me feel prepared for the
week ahead. Most of the time, all I
needed was to lay out what I had to
get done that week and get some
objective assurance that it was doable. Other times, I needed more
intensive help, like breaking up
large readings into smaller chunks
and setting personal due dates
for them. Regardless of whether
I needed lots of help or not very
much, I always felt relieved and

ready to conquer the world when I
left that meeting.

If you really don’t want to
go to the CTL for some reason, or
you’ve already tried it, here are
some strategies that work for me.
Write it all down. Get a nice
big planner and write every assignment you get into it. Look
through your syllabi and write
down every due date, including
readings. Refer back to your planner religiously, checking in every

Contamination
This serial story is a collaboration
between the members of Lawrence

University’s Creative Writing Club. This
week’s installation is written by

Schedule your day. Schedule
it by the minute! This is another
handy use for that nice big planner you got. At the end of the day,
write down your schedule for the
next one. Write what time you’re
planning on getting up, when your
classes are and how much time
you’re going to spend working on
each different assignment; even
assign time slots for meals, breaks

and free time.

Back in my sophomore year,
when everything was awful for
me, I used to do this every day.
Now I just do it when I have a lot
to get done. If you’re feeling overwhelmed, I would suggest doing it
every day until you start to feel a
little more in control.
Don’t freak out. This strategy is the most important. Think

See page 10

RE:
unfortunate
Death

Rachel York.

Dear Students,

It is with regret that I send out this letter, which is in lieu of this week’s school newspaper. Unfortunately, with the passing of a writer, the school newspaper is at a loss, and unable
to compile a paper for the week.
As you may have heard, a student of ours has passed on this week. The death of Chester
Fishler, a surprise to us all, has been ruled to be an accident. We are not quite sure what the
accident was, but we’re fairly certain there was no foul play involved.
His body will be shipped back to Boston, where his funeral service will be held. A
candlelight vigil will be held in the student-run garden this Wednesday. Please remember
campus policy prohibits the use of candles on campus. Candles will not be provided.
I have reached out to Serena Summers, the student who found Chester’s body, hoping
she would have words of strength to offer in this time of sadness. However, all she had to say
was, “The fingers … in the dirt … finger … dirt … oh my god … dirt!! Fingers!!”
It is apparent that Ms. Summers was more than a little traumatized by this experience
Please don’t worry, she has been referred to counseling services. Her residence life advisor
was even kind enough to walk her there herself!
To any students who also find themselves traumatized over this news, we will be implementing a new therapy group starting this coming Tuesday. Designed for students who
have been affected by this recent death, Chats for Chester will center on the topic of Chester
Fishler, his accidental death and how it makes you feel. Since the death of one student affects
every person on this campus, I expect to see all of you there. However, please remember that
this event is not mandatory.
In other news, students are still experiencing problems with tossing cookies, cakes and
doughnuts — all sorts of desserts. As well as all of their other food, to be honest. We still
are not certain of the cause of this outbreak, and our investigations continue. It seems like
cafeteria attendance is at an all time low, yet upchucking students are still rather common.
Speculation has risen since the death of Chester Fishler that the food poisoning may be
his fault, as decomposing bodies certainly can’t be good for the plants, right? We encourage
students to abstain from eating anything provided by the student-run garden, as it is probably contaminated.
Although if you really want to eat from the garden, you may feel free to do so; as always,
waste not, want not!
Please remember to pay thanks to the Grapeville Water Treatment Plant; we do, after
all, have them to thank for all of the water on campus (at a great price too!). Weekly gratitude
can be sent in cash or check form. We will soon be going paperless — check out the school
website in a week or two to see how you can pay your dues electronically. How exciting!
That is all I have for you this week. As always, please feel free to contact me with any
comments, complaints or concerns at luke.j.leonard@madisonupper.edu.
Good luck on your midterms — you’ll need it.
President Luke J. Leonard

morning and every evening. This
really helps make sure you don’t
forget any assignments.

Liberal Arts: Why I am Here
Savvas Sfairopoulos
For The Lawrentian

___________________________

Whoever has read Plato’s “The
Republic,” basically every Lawrence student of the past 70 years, should know
very well by now that one’s greatest asset
is their mind. Plato argues that knowledge is attainable by all, but very few are
actually bright enough to realize it. That
is the reason why, according to Plato, so
few people ever choose to leave the cave.
As Lawrentians, however, we are given
an opportunity to escape the cave and
to go out into the world in search of true
knowledge. As an international student
from Greece, I come from a country whose
educational system was once praised for
its open-mindedness, but which has now
become a shadow of its former self.
I was born and raised in Greece, and
for the greater part of my life, I attended a
Greek school. As middle schoolers, my fellow classmates and I had the opportunity
to explore the works of Homer and Plato,
and study Greek history. Being exposed
to great, timeless ideas was incredibly
valuable for me as a young individual,
but only to a certain extent. I had to read
the Odyssey and then memorize what the
translator’s views were on it. I had to
read stories of the fierce Greek rebels who
fought the Ottomans and then memorize
all of their stories for the big, spooky exam
that was coming up the next month.
As you have probably realized by now,
the content of what we were being taught
might have actually been exceptionally
good, but there was no room whatsoever
for us, as students, to think about what we
were learning or even express our own
opinions. We just had to follow this dull
system of endless memorization which
was unbalanced by critical thinking of any

kind.
I may come from the country which
once served as the center of knowledge
and education, but years later, its politicians have managed to create a sterile
system that seems to delegitimize any kind
of creative thinking. When I was presented
with the opportunity of attending a liberal
arts college outside of my country, I did
not hesitate for a second in making my
decision.
Coming to Lawrence was a way for me
to escape the harsh realities of the Greek
educational system by getting a liberal arts
education. This meant, essentially, that I
would have the chance to become a freethinking individual by exploring multiple
subject areas and becoming a well-rounded person. Coming here, I realized that
Lawrence is an environment that fosters
creativity and critical thinking instead of
suppressing them. I finally got to read and
give my own opinion on a plethora of topics that were initially foreign to me. It was,
and still is, like a dream come true. My professors are not my dictators, but my mentors. My classmates are not my rivals, but
my colleagues. Our class is not a lecture, it
is a symposium without the drinking part,
of course.
A liberal arts-based education is a
system that, like all others, has many flaws,
both short-term and long-term. It is, however, a life-changing experience that gives
birth to better critical thinkers and independent learners by giving students the
tools and the space they need to develop
their ideas and voice their opinions about
what they are being taught.
I wake up every day thinking of how
grateful I am for being here, learning all
these new things and meeting people

See page 10
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Women’s cross country continues to lead the pack
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

In another pre-Midwest
Conference (MWC) matchup, the
Lawrence University (Vikings)
Men’s and Women’s Cross
Country teams raced at their only
home meet of the year at Reid
Golf Course at the Gene Davis
Invitational. This meet was smaller than most as it included only
six teams. However the women
took care of it by taking the first
place finish. The men placed third.
The smaller size of the meet
gave the Vikings a unique men-

tal challenge to prepare them for
the MWC meet at the end of the
season. In big invites of over a
hundred racers, runners are usually surrounded throughout, making front pack running extremely
important. In a small meet, such
as this one, however, the runners are almost alone as the race
spreads out.
“In races where every place
matters, it is critical to stay
mentally engaged,” junior Max
Edwards said. “The home meet
was a good opportunity for that
because there were not as many
competitors so we all had an
opportunity to run in space more.
Running isolated makes it all the

more important to focus on providing your top effort.”
The Vikings certainly provided their top effort in the women’s
6K race. Senior Clare Bruning
led the women with a second
place finish at 24:01. Bruning
was followed by sophomore
Erin Schrobilgen (24:27), senior
Liz Landes (24:37), sophomore
Margaret Huck (24:39) and freshman Sierra Polzin (24:52). All five
of the Viking scoring runners finished in the top 10 within a minute of each other, a great sign of
success from the top five runners.
The men’s team overall took
third, only losing to the competitive programs of University of

Wisconsin-Madison Track Club
and University of WisconsinOshkosh. Edwards was the top
finisher for the Vikings in seventh place with a time of 26:33.
Freshman Josh Janusiak (26:46)
followed with freshman Ben
Schaefer (27:03), senior Cam
Davies (27:25) and senior Jordan
Atkins (27:52) rounding out the
top five for the men. The two
freshmen Janusiak and Schaefer
are welcome contributions to this
surging men’s team. “The freshmen have really stepped up to
help us strengthen our top five,”
says Edwards. “They give us a narrower gap between our top five
runners and help with confidence

heading into conference.”
Looking ahead, the cross
country team will adjust their
training away from heavy running
to begin tapering and sharpening up for conference—the final
meet of the year—and the Vikings
have their sights on the top prize.
“We’re trying to do the little things
between now and then to stay
healthy,” says Edwards. “I believe
that if we all run to our potential
on that day, we have as good a
shot as any.”
Both cross country teams will
travel the short distance to UW
Oshkosh next weekend in one of
the last meets before the conference championships.

At the time of Loebl’s goal,
Beloit’s defense had only allowed
one goal in their previous 324
minutes of gameplay. “It’s no small
feat beating them,” said Krivit of a
much-improved Beloit team (3-71) that has already outpaced its
win total from last season. “A conference win and an away win are
always big.”
The
victory
improved
Lawrence’s record to 2-9-1 and
was the Vikes’ first conference
win of the season. The timely
victory prevented the team from
dropping its first four conference games, which would have

put them in a serious hole. “We
showed a lot of character and also
that we were the better team,”
added Krivit. “I’m proud of our
guys.”
The Vikings schedule only
picks ups from here as they play
six games in 18 days to close the
regular season, including four of
the last five games at home in the
Banta Bowl. “We want to play as
hard as we can until the very last
game of the season,” said junior
forward Keanan Wilson. “We’re
coming out strong for all 90 minutes.”
Krivit echoed Wilson’s senti-

ment. “The biggest thing is keeping the intensity up.”
The team hopes to use last
weekend’s victory as a sparkplug going forward. To do so the
Vikes will have to take advantage
of their speed to produce more
offense and more victories. Krivit
mentioned that a huge focus in
practice has been “spending less
time on the ball and minimizing
our touches.”
Wilson added, “[When] we
get the ball, our [heads are] on a
swivel.” Limiting time spent dribbling, and passing to teammates
within two touches, can make the

offense harder to defend and give
the Vikes more opportunities on
goal. “When we get the ball moving, good things happen,” said
Krivit.
Lawrence embarks on a
critical three-game home-stand
against conference foes starting
this Saturday Oct. 17. The alwayscompetitive Vikings will need to
perform well in order to stay in
the hunt for a place in the Midwest
Conference Tournament.

and seeds them based on their
records, with the best two teams
who did not win their division
playing in a one game playoff for
the right to play the best team in
their respective league.
This year, the top three teams
in the entire MLB came from just
one division, the NL Central. So
this year, the second best team
(Pirates) and the third best team
(Cubs) had their seasons rely on
the outcome of one game, just so
the winner could play the team
with the best record in the MLB
(Cardinals). Meanwhile, five teams
worse than them waited comfortably knowing that they had a best

of five series ahead of them, with
three of them getting home field
advantage.
Throw into the mix that
home field advantage for the
World Series is decided by the
winner of a game that nobody,
including the players and managers involved, really cares about
(the MLB all-star game) and you
have yourself a messed up playoff
format. It’s time to reward overall
record more than division winner.
With this established, let’s move
on to the teams.
The story of this post season
has undoubtedly been the Chicago
Cubs, and it’s not hard to see why.

A young team full of rookies that
thrives on home runs looking to
end the longest championship
drought in sports history? Sounds
too good to be true, but this team
is for real, evidenced by them
defeating the St. Louis Cardinals
and being the first team to clinch
a trip to a league Championship
series.
With all of the other divisional series being decided by a game
five, it’s tough to pick any clear
favorites. It’s tough to bet against
the Dodgers and their one-two
punch of pitching, and this may
be the Chicago bias in me coming
out, but I’m going with the Cubs

to be the National League champions for the first time since 1945.
On the American league side, the
deadly offense of the Blue Jays is
what will be the difference and I
see them advancing to the World
Series.
Being a Cubs fan make me
very superstitious, and because of
that I will not make a World Series
prediction. But I have to imagine
that for the casual baseball fan it
is pretty tough to root against the
Cubs at this point.

Men’s soccer look to improve standing after conference win
Jordan Atkins

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
Men’s Soccer team traveled south
last Saturday to win its conference matchup 1-0 against the
Buccaneers of Beloit College.
Junior Viking midfielder Max
Loebl scored the game’s only
goal in the 25th minute. The goal
was unassisted and represented
Loebl’s second score of the season. Joe Krivit the Vikings’ junior
goalkeeper recorded a shutout to
earn his second victory this season.

The Chicago Cubs have become the MLB postseason story
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

___________________

It’s October, which means the
MLB Playoffs are back. It’s time for
history to be made and for players to make themselves legends.
So which team has what it takes
to bring home the World Series
trophy? Before we answer that, a
word on the playoff format.
This year has exposed everything that is wrong with the current playoff format. The current
format rewards division winners

Freshman Sportlight
Midwest Conference Player of the
Week after a fierce showing against
Lake Forest and Beloit on Oct. 2
and 3, respectively. Kumbalek
racked up 37 digs in the two day
span, averaging 5.29 digs per set as
Lawrence beat both teams. Since
then, the team traveled to Knox
and Monmouth colleges, earning
victories in both matches, notching
their Midwest Conference record to
5-2, good for fourth in the conference.

Photo by Emei Thompson

Brady Busha
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Katie Kumbalek, a freshman
defensive specialist on the women’s Volleyball team, was named

Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
I am from Houston, Texas.
I’m the 29 person from my family
to go here, so I’ve been coming
here since I was six years old.

What was the feeling like when
you heard you were named
MWC Player of the Week?
I didn’t believe it at first, I
thought it was crazy because I’m

For more on the Cubs, see
page 7

Katie Kumbalek - Volleyball
just a freshman. It’s crazy that
I’d get this much recognition this
early.

Winning like this, being on a
tear individually and as a team,
it must feel great. How do you
and your team get psyched up
or prepare in pre-game?
We do a lot of pre-game jamming. There’s a lot of Fetty Wap,
now that I think about it. We’re
just trying to get pumped up and
ready to go. My pre-game thing is
to listen to the song “Houston” by
Slim Thug, he’s a rapper from my
hometown and it’s the last song
I listen to before I head up to the
court.
The way you’ve been performing recently is impressive. How
do you plan to keep this up?
By staying focused during games, and to keep pushing
myself to be better every game.

We have some tough games coming up. We want to get to the
conference tournament. I don’t
know if you have noticed the banners in the gym, but there are no
numbers on volleyball. I want to
put some numbers up there in my
four years.
What’s one thing you’re really
looking forward to for the rest
of this year?
I’m looking forward to going
to the conference tournament, if
we get there. I’m overall really
just excited for my future here at
Lawrence.

How different does competing
at Lawrence feel from competing in high school?
I came from a really competitive high school, and Lawrence is
a step up from that. You definitely
have bigger hitters going against
you; going for the kill. It’s kind

of scary sometimes, but I can dig
them.

How have your teammates
helped you with your transition into the life of a collegiate
student-athlete?
They have been amazing.
Everybody on the team is so welcoming and nice, and if I ever have
any problems, they are always
there for me. They are the best
teammates ever.
This Lawrence Volleyball team
is looking ready to take on anybody right now. How far do you
think this team can go?
I think we can win conference. We could. We just really
have to want it, to focus on it, and
to do it. We have a really strong
team this year.
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Clare Bruning - Cross Country
like, okay there aren’t many
teams there that usually beat
us—we knew there might be
some individuals we’d have to
chase down—but I wasn’t surprised. I thought it would be
close between Concordia [of
Wisconsin] and us because they
also had a decent number of
girls up there, but it was just
like, “Yes! We did it.” We did
what we set out to do because
we knew we could and should
win.
GC: What did you guys do to
celebrate?
CB: We ate some cake. One
of our teammates’ mom brought
a cake..

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I caught up
with senior Clare Bruning of
the Lawrence Women’s CrossCountry Team. Bruning led the
women’s team to a first place
finish this past weekend at the
Gene Davis Invitational at Reid
Golf Course in Appleton, Wisc.,
finishing second overall with a
time of 24:01.
Gabe Chapman: Tell me
about the Gene Davis Invitational
on Saturday.
Clare Bruning: The weather
was great, which really affects
a cross-country race. It was a
little windy, but the temperature was really nice. There was
a pretty good crowd turnout—
which [was] also really fun when

there [were] people cheering—
and the women’s team did really
well. We ran together, there
were a lot of packs going on, and
I think that is what really made
the difference for us—when we
were all together we all tended
to run faster, and obviously it
worked. Having a deep team,
where that whole top seven who
scores are up there getting in the
top 15 at a small meets is great.
It was fun to see that—everyone is improving and moving up
together.
GC: How did you guys react
to the win?
CB: I was kind of expecting to win. Coach told me who
was going to be there and I was

Sports
in photos

Lady Vikes celebrate after winning a point.
Photo provided by Lawrence Women’s Volleyball

Volleyball
Lawrence volleyball has won their last four
games—all against conference opponents. These
wins have vaulted them up the standings to
fourth in the conference at 5-2.

GC: How are you looking to
build off this win?
CB: Well, this week, we have
a meet in Oshkosh, which is a
really big one, and a ton of nonconference competitive teams
are going to be there. So, we
will not be at the front of the
pack, but there will be conference teams there so we’re going
to need to understand that every
spot we take matters for conference standings because every
point we get they don’t get.
We need to keep in mind that
Conference is on the horizon and
we need to keep those teams in
our periphery. And Conference
is after (this meet) and that’s
the biggest meet of the year for
us. It’s a big deal, and we want
to do well this year. Hopefully,
we run really fast this weekend
because it’s a fast course and
when the competition is so thick
everyone either gets a personal
record or moves up and is able
to compete. So, hopefully, we’ll
run fast and then be ready to be

STANDINGS
in a smaller, highly competitive
meet for conference.

GC: As a senior, what’s your
leadership role on the team like?
CB: There are four seniors
on the team this year: Liz Landes,
Cora Williams, Isy Schleisner
and myself. We’ve been here
since freshman year—some
people don’t make it all the way,
we get new runners—but our
class is a pretty consistent and
we lead by example in workouts.
The whole team is good and
we’re all playing off each other,
so it doesn’t necessarily matter that you’re a senior, but I’m
aware that the underclassmen
look to us as an example because
we know how the system works,
we know how the team works,
and just encourage everybody to
do what we’re supposed to do.
GC: What are you looking
forward to ahead this season?
Conference?
CB: Conference for sure. We
want to be up there. Top three
would be great. We have the
capability to win, but it’s going
to be pretty tough this year. I
know St. Norbert is projected
to win, Grinnell and Cornell are
always both really strong but we
can hang with them. We need
to put ourselves out there with
them and not back off, and finish as close to them as we can.
I think, if we do that, work off
of each other and those other
teams, we’ll get up there just
from going off that. If everybody
runs his or her best race ever we
could win. I think we need to go
in feeling positive and knowing
we should be up there and that
we belong up there

CROSS COUNTRY TOP FIVE
NAME
YEAR
TIME
Men
Josh Janusiak Fr.
26:14
Max Edwards Jr.
26:49
Ben Schaefer Fr.
26:57
Jordan Atkins Sr.
27:03
Mayan Essak Fr.
27:31
Women
Clare Bruning Sr.
Liz Landes
Sr.
Erin Schrobilgen So.
Sierra Polzin
Fr.
Hannah Kinzer So.

23:44
24:09
24:11
24:27
24:31

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Cornell
5-1
8-13
Ripon
4-1
7-12
St. Norbert
5-2
9-12
Lawrence
5-2
6-16
Carroll
3-2
7-12
Lake Forest
3-2
7-14
Knox
4-3
9-14
Illinois
2-4
8-11
Monmouth
1-4
7-13
Beloit
0-5
4-14
Grinnell
0-6
0-15
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox
4-1-1
Carroll
4-1-1
Grinnell
4-2
Illinois
3-1-1
St. Norbert
3-1-1
Lake Forest
3-1
Monmouth
2-3
Beloit
2-3
Lawrence
1-3
Ripon
1-5
Cornell
0-6

OVR
9-1-3
5-5-2
6-6
9-3-1
6-5-2
8-4
4-8
3-7-1
2-9-1
6-5-1
2-11

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Oct. 14, 2015

Women’s soccer looking to get back on track
Tina Schrage

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
Women’s Soccer team struggled
this past week, falling to conference opponents St. Norbert
College and Beloit College. St.
Norbert defeated Lawrence 6-1,
while Beloit defeated Lawrence
3-0. Both St. Norbert and Beloit
out-shot Lawrence 19-8 and
17-10, respectively. Lawrence’s
record is currently 6-7-0 overall and 1-4-0 in the Midwest
Conference.
Junior forward Casey Merkle,
continued to make her presence
known in both games, shooting
the most of any Lady Vike in both
of the games combined. Merkle
scored Lawrence’s lone goal
against St. Norbert College in the
second minute on a breakaway
with the help of freshman defender Mari Hubanks.
“We could have done a lot better,” freshman defender Christine
Kerkman said. “I think we lost
those games mostly because our

team chemistry has been off. We
just haven’t been playing our game
plan.” The game plan according to
Kerkman is dependent on the forwards and midfielders not forcing
the ball into pressure and taking
high quality shots.
“Usually we don’t take that
many shots because we are worried about building up to take
the shot,” Kerkman said. “Once we
have the opportunity, we either
take it and the shot is way off, or
we just don’t use the opportunity.”
The women’s soccer team takes
chances against the opposing
team’s goal keeper to test them.
Senior captain Patsy Kealey
fought hard in the goal, making
four saves and allowing six against
St. Norbert College and making
six saves and only allowing two
against Beloit College. Freshman
Carolyn Ford substituted in for
Kealey with 18 minutes left of
the game between Lawrence and
Beloit and made one save. She
allowed one goal from Beloit’s
Alexis Miller on a free kick.
“We communicate really well
with the goalie,” Kerkman said.

“We help the forwards and the
midfielders who are too far away
from Patsy and are unable to hear
her. We are the distributors of
information during a game.” In
order to make sure everyone is
making the appropriate transitions during the game, Patsy tells
everyone where to go in order to
play efficiently.
The women’s soccer team is
aiming to make it into the top four
for conference, but the task will be
a difficult one and the team will
have to play the cards just right
to get into the top four. “The only
way we can get to the top four is
to win every game from now until
the end of the season,” Kerkman
adds. “We want to make our goal
a reality.”
The Lawrence University’s
women’s soccer team’s next game
is against Grinnell. Despite several
injuries, the Lady Vikes are still
fighting hard to make the most of
the season and capture a few, if
not all, wins in the remainder of
the season.
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An interview on dance with Margaret Paek
Mina Sao

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________________________

Would you tell us specifically about what
you do on a campus?
I see my job as opening students up
to dance. In the conservatory, and [for]
students in general, I see dance as transformative power. Specifically, I am teaching
two courses a term: “Ensemble Thinking,”
which is a group improvisation, “Dance
Appreciation,” which tries to touch on many
things just for a 10-week course, “Dance
History” and other different forms of dance.
I also bring different groups into campus
and show people different possibilities of
dance—what dance can be and what dance
can do.
When I first arrived here, I realized
there are many pockets of dance. All over
the campus, there are dance clubs and
dance teams—like modern dance club,
African dance, Irish dance and so on. So I
have seen that part of my role here is to
collect and start a dance calendar, so that
everybody can know what dance you can do
on campus. I am also doing a dance series,
bringing visiting dance artists in. So far
this year, most people came from New York
because that is where I moved from. So I am
pulling my resources from New York.
But I also want to start including more
local artists. I know there are great artists in Milwaukee and Madison, and other

campuses have great programs. I have not
yet really hooked into the local scene, but
I think another part of my role is to reach
out to the community, see what's already
happening and connect it to us.

What do you like best/worst about being
a dance professor?
It is very different to be a dance professor at Lawrence because I was also a dance
professor in New York. I am still a dance
professor, an artist, a mother, a partner and
a collaborator. So I wear many hats.

Would you describe the differences
of being a professor in Lawrence and in
New York?
One of the biggest differences for me
was that in New York I was an adjunct.
In New York, I had a semester in Marry
Manhattan, a semester in a Manhattan
building, and a semester at the University
of Arts in Philadelphia, so I would be commuting certain days.
I think the biggest difference is the
commute, it is having a balanced lifestyle,
because here, I can see my family for dinner
and have amazing experiences with these
amazing students. I can have a balanced life
doing my art, seeing my family and being
connected to students.
Do you have any specific reason you
chose Lawrence to teach students?

[There are three] huge reasons I chose
Lawrence. [First,] the students are open,
curious and amazing. I do not necessarily need to have ballet training or twenty
years of training before getting here. What
I need is just your open mind. The second
reason is my colleagues. Everybody I met is
so open, inspiring and ready to collaborate.
Being surrounded by those colleagues is
super amazing. And lastly, I can have a balanced life for family.

What draws you to dance? When did you
know you wanted to be a dancer?
I was drawn to dance just because I
have always been a mover. Before being
an art professor, I was a gymnast. I started
gymnastics at four. Many dancers have done
dancing for their whole life, but that was
not my path. I was a gymnast first, and my
sister suggested me to take a modern dance
program when I was in college. I said yes,
took the class and loved it. Although I took
ballet and a little bit of jazz, I was mainly a
gymnast until I took the modern dance and
loved it.
Later I discovered Nina Martin, who
was my mentor, in Lower Left. At that time,
I was majoring in psychology and was not
expecting that I would be a dancer or a
dance professor. I was about to graduate the university. I did not decide to be a
dancer suddenly. It more just fell into my
life, and I started to teach dance in Lower

Instructor of Dance Margaret Paek
Photo by Billy Liu

Left. Taking more dancing jobs, I realized
that I was the one who should be dancing.

What is the best way to prepare for your
class?
Be ready to have fun—be ready to be
full of yourself and to be open-minded so
that you can try anything.

Shocktober Part One: The Tour
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

______________________

If grocery store candy displays can be taken as an accurate
social barometer, fall is dominated
by Halloween. And as the weather
gets cooler and the holiday draws
closer, thoughts of
ghosts and
t h e

para-

abnormal become more prevalent. Lawrence is no exception to
this trend, a fact which is seen
in the Warch Campus Center
Cinema’s movie choices, and this
year, in the return to an infrequent Lawrence tradition—the
“Haunted Lawrence” tour.
The current guide for the
tour, University Archivist Erin Dix,
explained a little bit of the history
behind it. “My predecessor in this
position, the archivist in 2007,
developed this haunted Lawrence
tour. She had heard a lot of stories,
and so she thought it would be
fun to gather those together and
combine historical information
about the campus into a tour. It
was really popular, and so we’ve
been doing it sort of off and on
ever since.”
Dix explained that the reason
the archives compile this tour is
the link between the paranormal
and the past. “I think sort of the
root of [the interest in ghosts]
is sort of that ghost stories usually have some sort of historical
basis and that’s probably why
haunted stuff comes out of the
archives. Our earliest reporting
of a haunting is actually 1899
in the Lawrentian, so it’s not
just a modern day phenomenon; it’s something students
have talked about for generations,” Dix said.
Dix was careful not
to mention any specifics
about the stories told
on the tour, but she did
mention how the anecdotes are compiled.
“Any of the stories
that are included
in this tour that
we do, we
don’t make
t h e m
u p ,
they
either
come
from
t h e

Lawrentian, other documents
we have here in the archives, or
they’re from firsthand accounts
that we’ve actually gathered from
students, faculty and alumni over
the past ten years or so,” Dix said.
She was also able to list
some of the stops, including
“Memorial Hall. We normally stop
in Stansbury or Cloak Theaters
because there are a lot of stories
there, but unfortunately this year
they’re both booked. So we’re not
going there, but we will talk about
them. We go to Main Hall, Ormsby
-- and not just Ormsby but the
Ormsby attic -- so that’s kind of a
fun thing that students don’t normally get to see. And we try and
incorporate less visible parts of
campus as part of this tour, we go
to some underground areas.”
While Dix admitted that she’s
never experienced any haunting
on campus, she has heard of some
very spooky experiences. “I will
say I did one of these tours at
a reunion event for alumni, this
was maybe four years ago, and
someone on the tour said that she
had felt a presence in the chapel
when we were in there. She identified two ‘discarnate beings,’ was
her phrase.” But just because she
hasn’t experienced anything out
of the ordinary, Dix did not dispel
that these kinds of stories could
have some merit, adding, “So who
can say, I’ve never personally
experienced anything, but a lot of
the stories that I’ve been told are
really hard to explain.”
There were some other incidents that Dix has learned about
that didn’t make it onto the tour
that she was willing to share.
“Stories come from the small
guest houses that Lawrence owns
that used to be private residences,
houses that are used for visiting faculty or staff to live in for
short periods of time,” Dix said.
“I’ve heard from people there
are certain rooms that feel really unnerving for people, people
feel their beds shaking…and one

thing I’ve mentioned before is
that Stansbury has really consistent reports, I’ve heard this from
alumni and from security officers,
that you hear screaming from in
there even when it’s all closed.”
If students are interested
in hearing more, they can go
to http://www.lawrence.edu/
library/archives/haunted_lawrence_tour to sign up for the tour,
which is happening next Thursday,
Oct. 22. As of Monday, Oct. 12
when Dix was interviewed, 12 of
the 20 spots were already filled.
The reason for the size of the
group, Dix explained, is that “we
found that it works best to limit
the number of people to
come on the tour, because if
it’s a really huge group we
can’t get into the smaller
spaces that are good to go
in, so we’re limiting the
tour this year…If someone tries to register after
we have 20 people it
just won’t let them
do it.” “It’s a lot
of work for
me to put
togethe r ,
people

don’t always think about the logistical finagling that goes into it,
trying to choose a time that works
well for people, getting permission from campus safety to go into
some of these places, all that kind
of stuff takes more time than you
might imagine. I think it’s a really
cool thing for the archives to do, I
think it’s a really fun way to share
some of our history.”
If students are unable to go
on the tour and are still interested
in learning more, Dix encouraged
students to stop by the archives
during regular hours. Dix said,
“I’m happy to talk with people
about the stories we have, and
if people have stories
they want to share with
me, I’m always looking
for information to add
to the tours. So people
might want to get in
touch.”
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Preparing for a concert at Lawrence University
Laura Leppink
Staff Photographer

________________________________________________________________

During a rehearsal for the upcoming Oct. 16 Lawrence
University Symphony Orchestra concert and Oct. 17 Lawrence
University Wind Ensemble and Symphonic Band Concert,
students shared what they are excited about and Associate
Professor of Music and Director of Bands, Andrew Mast
talked about his experience so far with Wind Ensemble.
What groups do you conduct?
This year, I just conduct the Wind Ensemble.

What has been one the most difficult parts of the
rehearsal cycle?
I would say two things: Getting ready for Kaleidoscope
in such as short period of time on a very challenging piece
for the McTee Circuits, which is very demanding rhythmi-

cally, articulation, and technically. Also the Holst because
it’s such a standard piece. I have done it many times and
have really dug into it deeply, it isn’t so much about the
notes and rhythms as it is the overall idea. It is going really
well but that has been a challenge in the best sense of the
word.

What are you looking forward to the most this weekend
for the concerts?
I think the overall effect is really cool, I am really looking forward to putting it all together on stage Saturday. I
know when we get done with the last note of the Holst we
will have that completion. It’s like a really good meal that
has all the good ingredients and all the courses and the
completion will be nice.
What should students listen for during the concert?
Be open to new things and new sounds, because both

halves of the program there are sounds that may be a bit
unusual and different. Composers have asked for different
ways of playing or different ways of setting melodies. Be
open minded to those kinds of sounds and be ready for
really great playing by really great musicians.
What advice do you give your students before a concert?
Stay relaxed, stay focused, have fun and communicate
with the audience

Anything else you would like to share with the rest of
campus?
You don’t have to dress a certain way or act a certain
way to enjoy a concert, its open to anybody. If there is a
perception that you have to know a certain thing in order
to enjoy a concert at Lawrence that is simply not true. So,
come and enjoy the concert!

Wind Ensemble Rehearsal conducted by Dr. Mast
Photo by Laura Leppink

“Well, Orchestra is playing this really cool piece
by Rimsky Korsakov, Russian Easter. I think
people should listen to the trombones at the
very end when it switches into a halftime feel
have a very Russian bell sounding motif. Also the
trumpets have a pentatonic lick that they have
throughout the piece that switches keys that
is very very cool, which I get to play very very
loud.”—Senior and Wind Ensemble-Symphony
Orchestra member Mitchell Nelson

“Being in Wind Ensemble and Orchestra means I
have a lot of playing time, but it will all end up in
really great performances this weekend.”
-- Super Senior and Ensemble-Symphony
Orchestra member Morgen Moraine

“The concerts this weekend should be really
great, Kaleidoscope gave a first look at all the
hard work all the performers have been putting
in for these first concerts.”
-- Sophomore Dean Chen

“I am looking forward to the piece Symphonic
Band plays with the left and right brass choir up
in the balcony.”—Senior and Symphonic Band
member Emily Wendorff

“Both groups are really great, I enjoy all the
music they play.”
-- Sophomore, Audience member and Wind
Ensemble member Jack Kilkelly-Schmidt

Sports Feature: A Cubs fan in Appleton
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

____________________

Growing up in the Chicago
area, my Cubs fandom has never
been questioned. When a fan
leaves the friendly confines of
North-Eastern Illinois however, he
or she is faced the harsh reality of
living with people who like baseball teams that actually win once
and a while. Truly witty, intellectual and historically relevant
comments such as “It’s been, like,
a hundred years since the Cubs
won,” and “You know the Ottoman
Empire still existed when the Cubs
won,” or even the simple yet elegant “You guys suck” are quite
common.
Yup, we get it. There’s a certain comradery to being a Cubs
fan. We all happily gather in the
best ballpark in the world, watch
our team lose, then go drown our

sorrows at the bars that exist outside of Wrigley for that very reason.
So why, after finishing the
season below .500 every year
since 2010, are these Cubs suddenly so good? It all came from the
top. Instead of focusing on shiny
big-name superstars, President of
Baseball Operations Theo Epstein
and General Manager Jed have
been investing on young, less
glamorous minor league prospects.
By developing the farm system, the front office hoped to
build a sea of young talent that
would one day step up to carry the
team to victory. Cub fans, meanwhile, had to bear with atrocious
ball teams, just waiting for that
time when we would be ready.
Then along came Joe Maddon.
This eccentric baseball wizard
was brought in to mentor a young,
still developing big league team
with top prospects expected to
debut in the Big Leagues through-

out the year.
Based off the expected influx
of young players and the inevitable learning curve, fans expected
a winning season however were
reluctant to predict playoff success. Maddon’s unconventional
coaching style, however, took the
Cubs to a 97-65 season and third
best record in baseball.
Rookies Kris Bryant, Kyle
Schwarber, Addison Russell and
Jorge Soler (none of whom are
older than 23) exceeded all expectations for this year by catapulting
their way into baseball stardom.
Pitcher Jake Arrieta’s remarkable
year did not hurt either, as his
0.75 ERA since the All-Star break
is the best in baseball history.
Unfortunately, the only two
teams with a better record than
the Cubs are in the same division,
the St Louis Cardinals (100-62)
and the Pittsburgh Pirates (9864), making the NL Central one of
the best divisions in history.
Based off of the format of

the playoffs, the three top teams
would face each other in the first
two rounds. It began in the wildcard game, a nerve-wracking one
game, win-or-go-home scenario
between the Cubs and Pirates.
Here was the first real test for the
young Cubs.
How would this team full of
rookies survive in their first playoff game with the stakes so high?
The Pirates were sent home
however as the Cubs provided
dominant pitching and run-support from veterans and rookies
alike for the victory.
The Cubs then moved on
to the NLDS, a five game playoff against the number one seed
in the National League: the
Cardinals who were fresh off of
steamrolling their way through
the regular season. St. Louis came
out hard in Game 1 with superb
pitching; however over the next
three games the Cubs hit a playoff record 10 homeruns to send
the Cardinals packing and to

bring us to the National League
Championship Series.
At this point, it is safe to
say that expectations have been
exceeded. Watching these Cubs is
like watching kids play backyard
baseball. Maddon and Epstein
have fostered a team culture that
supports each other and fosters
inside jokes (head rubs anyone?)
but most of all has fun playing
baseball.
This is the distinction
between this team and others
and how they have avoided the
immense weight of a 107 year losing streak. Instead of having fun
because they are winning, these
young Cubs win because they are
having fun. So what can we expect
from this team? The Cardinals and
Pirates are gone. As evidenced by
Kyle Schwarber’s monster home
run, the sky is truly the limit. They
are the Cubs though. So I am not
going to jinx anything. Anyway,
there is always next year.
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John Murillo shares “Up Jump the Boogie”
Emma Arnesen

Staff Writer
_________________________________

The Goat Wizard
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

It’s been a busy few weeks
for The Goat Wizard. After
releasing their debut extended
play (EP), playing their first
live show and finding a new
drummer, the members took
time out of their busy schedules to sit down and talk with
me about their music. The Goat
Wizard—which, of my knowledge, is Lawrence’s only progressive rock band—features
junior Will Patton on bass and
vocals, junior Luis Gonzalez on
guitar, senior Greyson Sztuczko
on guitar and vocals, junior
Alex Kurki on guitar and vocals,
and sophomore Liam McCarty
on drums.
Blending meticulous and
experimental sound design
with high energy playing, The
Goat Wizard strives to create
an atmosphere that is both fun
and enjoyable, be it in front
of an audience or just during
rehearsal. This was evident
in their first show at Sinfonia
a few weeks ago, as they got
everyone head banging, dancing or still with awe at what
would happen next.
With this sudden inclusion into the university’s vast
music scene, it is important
to say that the band has been
a long time coming. The core
members—Patton, Gonzalez
and Sztuczko—started jamming their freshmen and
junior years, respectively.
When Patton took a year off,
Gonzalez, Sztuczko and Kurki
founded Luis & Whose Army,
a post-punk band who played
several shows last year.
However, the three’s
desire to create the band they
have now did not die out in that
year. Over the school year and
summer, the three began creating and recording “Are These
Demos?!?!!,” consisting of five
original songs and a humorous
bonus track, chiefly composed
by Patton. The EP was made
long distance and while it did
not include the talents of Kurki
and McCarty, they joined near
the release to complete the live
band lineup.
The Goat Wizard’s EP is a
fascinating glimpse into their
sound, but compared to the
even tighter and experimental
sound they now have live and
with the two new members,
“Are These Demos?!?!!” lacks
that level of energy. I might
sound crazy when I say that,
especially if you’ve listened to
the EP, but if you ever see them
live, you will no doubt hear
what I mean.
Despite the EP sounding
incredible and the live shows
even better, the six songs are
a delicious pu pu platter that
gives the listener a taste of

the unique sounds and noises
prevalent throughout all their
music. All of the band’s members cited effects pedals as primary influences, inspired by
the wide variety of sounds they
can produce. They often use the
pedals as instruments in addition to their main instruments.
Between the five of them, there
are currently 34 pedals, so the
sky is the limit.
The reason I was so
excited to focus on The Goat
Wizard for this column is
because the musicians all have
a heavy involvement in the
Conservatory, save for Kurki.
Gonzalez and McCarty are both
majors on their instruments
while Patton and Sztuczko are
majoring in euphonium and
trombone, respectively. With
this knowledge alone, it does
not seem likely that these five
would create a band such as
The Goat Wizard, yet they did.
In probably the most serious segment of our 30-minute discussion, the four
Conservatory students opened
up about why they love creating this music and also why
they stick with their original
academic paths. They wholeheartedly agreed that playing
in The Goat Wizard is more
fulfilling than their majors.
Mainly because it pushes them
to try crazy things musically
that they are passionate about
and can see themselves doing
in their future, as opposed to
playing with the heavy classical emphasis the Conservatory
demands
They all acknowledge
and appreciate their majors
or involvement in academic
playing. “We all play an instrument or style that got us into
the Conservatory so that we
could be around the people
to do this,” Patton shared, and
was immediately backed up by
the rest of the band. Sztuczko
added, “This is kind of a stepping stone—the major or the
degree—to get where we really
want to be as musicians, to be
able to do what we want to do.”
They in no way denounced
their academic pursuits—they
shared with me how they benefitted from them—but this
intricate music full of complexities and oddities is not
something one can learn from
books or teachers, at least for
them. The Goat Wizard plans
to record and play more shows
throughout the rest of their
time here at Lawrence. With
no specific plans besides to see
where it takes them, their raw,
experimental and unbridled
sound will no doubt be heard
by many on campus, and hopefully beyond.
You can download their EP
for free on Bandcamp, and keep
your eyes peeled for future
concerts.

On Monday, Oct. 12, Lawrence
students and faculty gathered in
the Kohler Gallery of the Wriston
Art Center to hear urban poet
John Murillo present various
poems, some of which were from
his award-winning collection, “Up
Jump the Boogie” (2010). As a
recent addition to the poetry and
literary analysis classes in the
English Department, it was a pleasure to host the familiar poet for
the first 2015 reading for the Mia
Paul Poetry Fund.
Assistant Professor of
English Melissa H. Range introduced Murillo, describing his
unique poetic style as having both
“guts” and “honesty” and inspiring original ideas through his use
of repetition and rhythm. Many
of his poems focus on fatherhood
and nod towards modern urban
culture. His relationship with his
parents and city life in his hometown, New York, are prevalent
themes in his collection.
One of the first poems Murillo
shared tells of a young narrator
who discovers a trunk in the back
of his parents’ closet. The pistol and vintage snapshots the boy
finds leads him to wonder about
his father’s past and how distant it
seems from his own life. However,
these discoveries reveal the feelings the narrator has in seeing a
reflection of his father within himself. The poem encompasses the
theme of father-son relationships.
Another one of the poems
that Murillo shared, “Enter the
Dragon,” introduces the themes

of city life and race. His references to martial artists and actors
Bruce Lee and Jim Kelly show the
prevalence of urban culture and
media influence. The poem follows a young narrator at the cinema with his dad. Even the first line
of the poem, “For me, the movie
starts with a black man,” hints at
race and how Murillo celebrates
both actors in his poetry. Later in
the poem he presents problems
with authority and racial tension
between the white cops who stop
the father’s car and the young
narrator who must face reality in
understanding his own identity.
Many of his poems focus on
specific topics related to his own
life and personal experiences.
Murillo shared how in writing
poetry it is sometimes a challenge
to find the right words to convey
thoughts and strong emotions. He
stated that what is most important is having something to say.
Murillo described poetry as both
“freeing” and “binding” in the
sense that poets have the freedom
to express thoughts and stories
personal to themselves but binding in the way that craft and style
are part of the great tradition of
this type of writing.
Murillo confessed that he
has read and presented poems
from the same copy of “Up Jump
the Boogie” for five years. One
of the ways he tries to make the
poems seem new and refreshing
is by changing up the rhythm and
experimenting with the pattern
and tone of his readings. Even in
doing so he is able to present a
new side of the poetry each time
he reads aloud. He learns what

syllables and rhythmic patterns
do and do not convey the messages he wants to inspire through
his poems.
The last piece that he shared
was titled “Song.” Like many of his
poems, this one included themes
of love and the city. Murillo
explained how he wrote this piece
in Madison, Wis. when he was
in and out of a relationship and
homesick for New York. In “Song,”
he describes being on the train
during rush hour, distracted by
a woman sitting opposite him.
He uses descriptive words like
“cocoa-buttered” and “refracted
light” to describe the woman, and
these metaphors enhance the
imagery readers create in their
own heads when reading this
poem. Even the way that he read
the poem, pausing at certain stanzas to emphasize ideas, helped
convey his messages clearly.
Murillo suggests to future
writers that becoming better
each day comes with reading
and rereading and writing and
rewriting. Closely reading great
poets helps one to understand the
craft of this style of writing and
hone sharper instincts. He used
the analogy that, like basketball,
there need to be drills in writing. He described how one day he
might work on writing in monometer then the next day in another
meter. Poetry has structure and
there is specific craft to the skill,
and Murillo embraces the tradition of writing as well as the freedom that each poet has for him
or herself in creating an original
piece.

Film Review

“99 Homes”
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

_______________________

“99 Homes” is a film of
such devastation and tension
that many of the people who
read this review may not be
able to watch it. Over two hours,
Iranian-American
director
Ramin Bahrani (“Chop Shop,”
“Goodbye Solo”), who was called
numerous times by Roger Ebert
the greatest and most promising director of this generation,
tells a story of the economic
meltdown that caused millions
of Americans to lose their jobs
and homes in the real estate
bubble. This is not a film of
especially showy direction
or a greatly complicated plot
but instead something similar
to David Fincher directing a
Neorealist film: Moments from
life, unsentimental and real, are
spun into a single, agonizing
moment.
There is, of course, a plot:
Dennis Nash (Andrew Garfield),
a young construction worker in Orlando who lives with
his mother (Laura Dern) and
his young son Connor (Noah
Lomax), has his home foreclosed
on by a real estate agent named
Ray Carver (Michael Shannon),
who carries an ankle-holstered
pistol and smokes an electronic
cigarette.
Stuck in a motel, Carver
offers Nash a deal: become his
protégé and he’ll give him back
his house. What at first consists

of only doing construction work
quickly becomes more and more
Faustian as Carver teaches Nash
exactly how to scam the government in order to maximize profits. Bahrani, alongside his cowriter Amir Naderi, have said
the story was inspired by actual
events and that every action
Shannon’s character takes is
legal. In a series of montages
that are almost overwhelmingly
powerful, Garfield goes from
home to home alongside police
officers, evicting residents from
their house, doing his best to
help them.
This is where the film gains
its power. Shannon’s character explains, in an astonishing
series of monologues throughout the film, that nothing he
does is strictly wrong. Evicting
people? Entirely justified given
the failure of the homeowners
to honor their end of the mortgage. Getting rid of the appliances before inspection in homes
then putting them back in for a
profit? This is a governmental
loophole waiting to be exploited. Even when Shannon crosses
the horizon into the directly illegal he can make a case he did
nothing wrong.
Shannon’s performance is
one of the most fascinating of
the year and definitely the bravest. To portray a character so
willfully one dimensional in his
desire to make money, with no
apologies and no softness, is a
challenge that even the most
skilled actors would balk at.

Shannon, so great at playing the
unhinged, instead chooses to
portray him as something altogether more disturbing: nakedly
pragmatic. He plays a real person in this film, with all that
entails.
Garfield, who makes his
first film after his attempt in
the superhero game, was the
correct casting choice. He has
an old-school charm in this, a
hearty, simple performance that
brings to mind Gregory Peck, or
perhaps Richard Harris when
he was young. Clad in a tan
and sporting a Florida accent,
Garfield goes full circle from
kind to hollow to kind again,
with the climactic scene revealing him as one of the best actors
of his generation.
However, it feels wrong
to judge a movie like this on
the quality of its performances
or by the writing. How are we
supposed to enjoy something
like this, a movie that stares
unflinchingly as any documentary when it comes to people’s
pain? Garfield’s character was
offered an escape, but how
many were? How many others
live today on the streets, having
lost everything? Shannon tells
Garfield in the film that only one
in a hundred make it onto the
ark when the world floods. “99
Homes” isn’t about the financial crisis or about a good man
learning what’s important. It’s
about what you will do to survive and whether it means giving yourself up.
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Album Review

Kurt Vile’s
“b’lieve i’m goin down…”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_________________________

Kurt Vile’s newest release
is a powerful look into getting
through menial life, identity and
rolling with the punches. While
the lyrics are autobiographical,
many listeners can also relate
them to themselves and think
about their own lives. With
instrumental bits throughout
the album, it is easy to mull over
both the content and personal
experiences.
The album overall is
extremely accessible, making
nice background music but also
grabing the listener’s attention, due to the density of the
lyrics. Throughout “b’lieve i’m
goin down…,” Vile mixes warm
sounds—fingerpicked
guitar, banjo, overdubbed vocals
and piano—with more unconventional sounds, like drum
machines and subtle synth pads.
The mix provides a background
that doesn’t take away from the
vocals but remains interesting
and calming when the vocals
drop out.
While the compositional

and instrumental aspects of the
album drew me in at first, it was
the subject matter that made
me listen again and again. Vile
opens himself up to his listeners
and shares his contemplations
with a relaxed and sometimes
comical but always sophisticated tone. The feelings he presents his listeners are applicable
to most everyone, enabling the
art he made to be shared easily.
However, the lyrics still come
off as experiential and straight
from the heart.
The connectedness Vile
provides between the album
and the listener was perhaps
my favorite quality. He thoughtfully blends instrumental sections with vocal sections, which,
for me, created two distinct
realms of music, one in which I
could take in the words he sang
and the other in which I could
ponder, analyze and think about
what they meant to me.
It is clear that this was his
intention, as the instrumentals alone do not really go anywhere; there are typically no
focused-on solos and the chord

progressions do not drastically
change. That is fine. It is almost
as if the album lays back to let
the listener do the same while
also considering its meditative
lyrics and vibes. If these sections were cut out, which can
be common for similar music,
the album would not only lose
about half its length but also an
important aspect of it, to directly connect to its listeners. Due to
the presence of the instrumentals it is more interactive than
other folk records.
“b’lieve i’m goin down…”
gets better with each listen.
Even after each full listen, I can
still uncover more in the lyrics,
and the collage of instruments
is consistently pleasing to the
ears. It is rare that I find an
album that is not jazz, minimalism or the like to listen to in the
background. This album does
a good job of being listened to
actively or as ambience, making it not only unique in this
regard but an album that I can
put on whenever. If an album
can do that, it is rated highly in
my book.

Choirs combine to present moving concert
McKenzie Fetters

For The Lawrentian
________________________________

What a wonderful thing it is
to have your expectations not only
met but also exceeded entirely.
Such was my experience on Friday,
Oct. 9, at 8 p.m. at the Lawrence
University Choir Concert. The
Viking Chorale, Concert Choir and
Cantala presented a sublime program titled “Let Peace Then Still
the Strife,” which included themes
of perseverance through hardship,
maintaining hope through struggle and finding peace at the end
of all things.
The Viking Chorale started the night off with a sweet,
plaintive tune called “A Flower
Remembered,” dedicated to
the victims of an earthquake in
Fukushima, Japan in March of
2011, according to the program
notes. Next, they sang “Indodana,”
a South African piece in a different
language, which included repetition of a phrase “hololo.” The program notes explained that “hololo” actually embodies the sound
of crying and correspondingly has
no translation. Chills crept down
my spine during this piece as the
sound of brilliantly clear voices
wailing “hololo” rose and arched
toward the ceiling.
The Viking Chorale finished
off their set with the song “It Takes
a Village,” which reminded everyone in the audience of the common theme of coming together.
Overall, the pieces in this section
of the concert particularly served
as a delightful memorial to human
suffering while paying homage to
history.
The Concert Choir gave an
equally compelling and engaging performance, beginning with
a centuries-old sonnet set to
music titled “At the Round Earth’s

Imagined Corners.” This song of
repentance was solemn and sad
but had its hopeful moments. A
similar melody, “Lamentations
of Jeremiah,” followed, and then
came the simple, pretty harmonies of “Alleluia.” Last was the
“Säkkijärven Polka,” a song that,
according to the program notes,
was played thousands of times in
Viipuri, Finland during World War
II because it temporarily disabled
mines that the Soviets had programmed to respond to certain
chords played on a specific radio
frequency.
Performed with warring
choreography and many shouted
“hey’s,” I found it interesting that
the choir seemed to be making
light of this story that, although
hopeful in the end, was very serious in premise. It then occurred
to me that perhaps that was the
point: they were combating the
gravity of the backstory of the
song with laughter, dancing and
shouting. It reminded me of the
Mark Twain quote, “Against the
assault of laughter, nothing can
stand.” The Concert Choir proved
this statement to be true once
again as they celebrated the
thwarting of the Soviet mine plan
and the use of music to battle and
win out against evil and hatred.
Finally, Cantala finished
the night off with vigor, singing “Balada I” from Ainadamar,
an operatic selection; an Emily
Dickinson poem set to an exquisite minor piece called “Indian
Summer,” which embodied the
spirit of the fall season; and “Shar
Ki Rhi,” a song that emphasized
looking towards the present and
future and not to the past.
However, the last song of
the Cantala set remained the
most special of all: “A Blessing of

Cranes,” a composition by Abbie
Betinis that included a poem by
Michael Dennis Browne. This
piece was dedicated to a young
Japanese girl named Sadako, who,
after becoming ill following radiation from the atomic bomb that
hit Hiroshima, folded over 1,300
paper cranes in hopes of mending
both her own bodily illness and
the wounds of the world from the
war. In the spirit of Sadako, members of the choirs folded paper
cranes, resulting in over 1,000
cranes that were used to decorate
the auditorium and were handed out to each audience member upon entry. My favorite piece
of the night by far, “A Blessing
of Cranes” brought tears to my
eyes as the music of the singers
brought the beautiful text to life
while leaving spaces for contemplation in between the notes.
Finally, all of the choirs performed “Let Peace Then Still the
Strife,” standing up one by one to
join in the tune started by a single
soloist until at last everyone was
singing at once. For this piece, the
Concert Choir and Viking Chorale
surprised all balcony audience
members by arranging themselves
in the aisles, singing forward and
truly enveloping everyone in the
auditorium in complete surround
sound.
Bringing a smile to my face
and tears to my eyes on multiple
occasions, I found the concert to
be incredibly moving and refreshing on multiple levels. All of the
songs contributed nicely to the
overall theme of using music to
heal wounds and overcome obstacles, providing a program that was
both cohesive and meaningful.
I will wait with eager anticipation for the choirs’ next concert,
“Journeys” on Friday, Nov. 13.

Fifth Kaleidoscope concert
combines 14 ensembles
Jessica Morgan

Op-Ed Editor

_________________________

A whopping 300 students
within 14 different ensembles
from the Conservatory were
featured in the fifth annual
Kaleidoscope concert at the Fox
Cities Performing Art Center
on Saturday, Oct. 8. Due to the
impressive number of groups performing in the span of an hour
and a half, songs were played
back-to-back, one per ensemble,
without any applause in between.
Before the ensembles passed
around their musical baton, Dean
of the Conservatory Brian Pertl
took the stage and explained
that Kaleidoscope acts as a way
to showcase the diversity that
Lawrence’s Conservatory possesses. Pertl also dedicated the
concert to the deceased Lawrence
University
Kimberly-Clark
Professor of Music and Director of
Jazz Studies and Improvisational
Music Fred Sturm, who founded
the original Kaleidoscope concert in 2006. Since its debut,
the Conservatory has featured a
Kaleidoscope concert about every
other year.
The first ensemble to perform in the recent concert was
Gamelan Cahaya Asri, playing
“Kebyar Duduki” on the main
stage. Immediately after they
finished performing, the curtain
behind them moved upwards,
exposing Lawrence University’s
Wind Ensemble. The ensemble
transitioned quickly into their
performance of “Circuits” by
Cindy McTee, a song named after
its use of circuitous structures
such as ostinatos and recurring
short sections.
While students are familiar
with the many large ensembles
that perform in the chapel regularly, it was refreshing to see that
many studio ensembles took the
stage as well. The studios that
performed were Lawrence’s Own
Viola Ensemble (LOVE), Lawrence
University’s Clarinet Ensemble,
Viking
Bassoon
Ensemble
(ViBE) and Lawrence’s Tuba and
Euphonium Ensemble.
The inclusion of these studio groups in an event as large
as Kaleidoscope provided them
with a much deserved spotlight.
Kaleidoscope gave them the
opportunity to share their music
with a much larger audience than
a small studio ensemble performance typically attracts. The
variety of music selections made
between the studios was able
to appeal to both local Appleton
residents that may be less familiar with the Conservatory and to
music majors alike. For instance,
LOVE performed the familiar
“Mr. Sandman,” while Lawrence
University’s Clarinet Ensemble
performed Movement III from
“New York Counterpoint,” a mini-

malist composition by Steve Reich.
Lawrence
University’s
Concert
Choir
performed
“Sakkjarven Polkka,” which
included a large amount of movement and choreography while
showcasing soloists. Fifth year
Morgen Moraine (soprano),
senior Demetra Hellwig (soprano)
and senior Sarah Coffman (soprano) competed—both musically
and by physically pushing each
other—while singing their solos.
Freshman John Perkins (bass)
was also featured in a solo where
Hellwig clears her throat, prepared to show-up the other vocalists but surprises the audience
while she mouths the words that
Perkins sings in his lower register.
The performance was hilarious to
watch, and despite the request to
save applause until the end, there
were a few accidental claps heard
afterwards from the audience.
Other groups that performed
during the concert were Lawrence
University’s Wind Octet, Quartet
Masque, Cantala (Lawrence
Unversity’s Women’s Choir),
Lawrence University’s Symphony
Orchestra, Slipstream, Lawrence
University Opera (featuring
Cantala, LU’s Symphony Orchestra
and soloists senior Elena Stabile,
sophomores Clio Briggs and Ann
Marie Carden) and Lawrence
University’s Jazz Ensemble.
The final song performed,
“We Are the Music Makers,” was
put together with the help of Garth
Neustadter, an Emmy Awardwinning composer and 2010
Lawrence alumni. His composition was based off of the poem,
“Ode” by Arthur O’Shaunessy. All
of the musicians that previously played within their ensemble
groups gathered both onstage
and in the pit area to collectively
perform the piece. Hearing all of
the ensembles collectively was
impressive both on the part of
Neustadter’s ingenuity to create
a composition including so many
musicians and on behalf of the
students’ ability to stay together
after only having a few days to
practice collectively. The performance encapsulated the collaborative potential of musicians from
different backgrounds to come
together as a group.
Overall, Kaleidoscope was
successful in showcasing just how
much variety the Conservatory
has to offer. The performance
also demonstrated how involved
students within the Conservatory
are, as many students appeared
in more than one ensemble and
were required to make impressive changes in attire, location or
instrument in-between songs. If
you were unable to make it to
the performance last weekend, be
sure to check out the next one. If
Fred Sturm could see the result of
the project that he started about
10 years ago, he would certainly
be proud.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
A shoutout to the admissions team
The college application process is becoming more accessible for individuals pursuing Lawrence
University as a potential institution to complete their undergraduate degree. On Sept. 28, 2015,
Lawrence University announced that they will no longer be charging a $40 application fee and that early
decision would be replaced with another early action option. The absence of this fee will likely increase
the rate of applications as it makes applying to Lawrence virtually painless in terms of finances.
Current students may ask, “Why should I care about this? I already go here.”

It is difficult to accurately predict what will happen, but it seems to us that changing the application process in this way will actually greatly impact the way Lawrence University is seen nationally and
around the world. This change in the application requirements could allow people who might not have
applied to due to the fee or application options to not rule out Lawrence.
We believe that making Lawrence University more accessible to students with financial need will
be a positive change and another step in the direction of becoming a full-need institution. However, we
hope that the admissions team and the rest of the administration is mindful of how an influx of more
applications than usual will impact the daily life of the students.
Recently, there have already been issues related to student housing on campus.

With the student body continuously growing, there have been few significant housing changes to
increase the amount of rooms available to students. There will also be fewer group houses, which will
be sightly made up for with the new lofts in Colman Hall.

The limited housing has caused the quality of campus life to decrease as residence halls have had
to make sacrifices in order to accommodate the increase in students. For instance, many of the floor
lounges in the residence halls are no longer being used for their intended purpose as communal spaces
for the floor. Instead of being used for hall floor programs or another place to study, many of the lounges
have been converted to double or triple dorm rooms.

The increased size of the student body also makes it harder to honor the small class sizes that
Lawrentians value so much and that are such a big part of marketing Lawrence to prospective students.
In short, we are excited about the potential good that these changes will bring, but we want the
administration to be aware that we value our small school and living quarters that match the price we
pay for them.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor Jess Morgan at jessica.morgan@lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right
to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All submissions should be submitted on the Monday before
publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the Editorial Board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

join the lawrentian
as we expand our online presence and
develop an exciting new Lawrencecentered blogging platform.
If interested, visit
lawrence.com/apply.
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Monogamy: not for everyone
Bridget Keenan
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

The social construct of
romantic love has proven itself to
be a manipulative tool, especially
towards women. Women, among
other groups, are taught to center
their lives around the attention of
men under the deluded belief that
monogamy will bring them fulfillment. This belief is not sanctioned
by either experience or psychology, but rather a culture using
romance as a means of controlling
the actions of its oppressed.
Love is an obligation. You
cannot be considered to have a
secure life until you engage in
a serious long-term relationship.
You would be hard pressed to find
a popular movie that does not
end with the female lead finding “the one.” Society tells us we
are incomplete without a partner. Dating for young American
women is a Hobson’s choice;
you can do whatever you want
with your love life as long as you
choose monogamous romance.
As if social conditioning
through movies and media is not
enough, the external pressure to
pair off is insurmountable. We
are taught to believe that no one
can be happy, fulfilled or complete without romance in their
life. In particular, women who
abstain from romance are accused
of being cold-hearted, misguided,
inhuman or witches. We internalize this ethos to the point where
we cannot tell this socialization
apart from our own thoughts and
desires, and are discreetly denied
personal autonomy. People who
defy these sacred boundaries are
clearly ostracized and outcast by
their social circles.
The most common rebuttal
for this argument is that romantic love and desire are a source
of pleasure when done correctly.
However, there is nothing innately pleasurable about monogamy.
There is no reason that we cannot fulfill our romantic desires
through some other medium.
Alternatives include polyamory,
casual relationships, casual dating, queerplatonic relationships,
passionate friendship, long-term
but informal relationships, selfamory and abstinence.
None of these mediums
revolve around a single partner or
ideal having complete power over
the relationship, but instead, focus
on the decisions of the person
who engages in them. These alternative forms of alleviating romantic desires are just as effective and
valid as traditional means, and
should not be considered a secondary option.
Even more suspicious is the
lack of information and education
surrounding healthy romantic
habits. Many people who abuse
their partners emotionally or
socially get away with their crimes
simply because everyone affected
by it is too uneducated to say otherwise. Many of our paradigms
for relationships are unhealthy,
controlling, dehumanizing and
overall unrealistic. Sex education
is no longer considered an option
in liberal areas due to the consequences of ignorance; yet, romantic relationships, which require
much more effort and attention to
detail, have no cultural equivalent
thereof. Our ignorance towards

our own emotional health is willful and intentional.
The fact that we focus so
much time on successful romantic relationships when the overwhelming majority fail to maintain them proves the presence of
an ulterior motive. Marriage is
juxtaposed with independence or
career success as a viable path
to happiness. Real and fictional
women gladly give up all they have
ever valued in order to be with
a desirable partner. By presenting romantic love as an ultimate
form of success, we undermine
any hopes a woman may have of
autonomy.
The rate of relationship
abuse is through the roof. It is
only ever afterwards that we find
out that two people were miserable together. Personal happiness is only secondary to the
amatonormative pressure to not
be single. Bombastic reports of
wedded happiness exist only to
assert the superiority of romance.
Any implications otherwise will
be immediately devaluated.
Romantically-driven monogamy was understandable in its
origin. As a culture that once
relied on platonic marriage for
procreation, it makes sense that
the separation between romantic and unromantic partnerships
would start out unclear. Since the
time of widespread plantonic marriage, the divorce rate has risen to
over 50 percent, and society no
longer strictly requires that we
use this model for relationships.
There is nothing inherently natural about the view of love we hold
in popular society, and it is high
time that these archaic traditions
be abandoned. No one is forcing
us to do this but ourselves.
The reasons these norms
remain intact are the power and
privilege given to those who validate them. To question romantic
monogamy would be to question
our ability to navigate our own
lives and bodies. The entertainment industry profits greatly
through badly written appeals
to our desire to be part of the
system, and weddings are just as
much a business as an institution.
Marriage and love are a cornerstone of many western religions’
inability to conform to these ideals, and are used as grounds for
racism and sexism.
By assuming control over
our love lives, we invalidate these
systems that depend on us being
too distracted with love to question their existence. People whose
bodies or lifestyle choices do not
validate true love can expect to
live a lifetime of shame and unacceptance. If nothing else is convincing, the psychological consequences forced upon significant
chunks of the population should
disprove our conviction of love as
supreme.
True love is a failed social
experiment only preserved by
oppressive factions that control
the will of the public. Many women
will never have the option of regulating their own desires, and virtually no one has the tools to wonder why they started searching for
a soulmate in the first place. The
“love” that we put on a pedestal
is not a means of happiness and
self-understanding, but a means
of control and oppression.
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Tread around—not on—supporters of US guns laws too lenient?
excessive gun ownership and masculinity
Margaret Johnson
Staff Writer

Danny Davis

Operations Manager

________________________

If we want to understand
the way people think about and
react to discussions about gun
control, we also have to simultaneously address our ideas of
masculinity. As the dangers of our
irresponsible gun laws are being
challenged today, so are the vices
of hyper masculinity. However,
before exploring the relationship between the defense of our
nation’s gun laws and masculinity,
we need to understand the way
people organize their thoughts on
both issues.
The human brain has many
distinct parts, the frontal lobe
and the amygdala being two of
them. The frontal lobe is, in a
sense, responsible for rational,
calculated thought. The amygdala
handles our emotional and fastacting thoughts. The amygdala is
roughly the size of an almond,
and is considerably smaller than
the frontal lobe. Thus, it has been
hypothesized that when we are in
a state of fear or stress, our amygdala takes over and constricts the
scope of our thoughts, actions and
motivation.
While this is not a scientific analogy but a symbolic one,
“amygdala thoughts” and “frontallobe thoughts” can help explain
the way people think about gun
control, masculinity and how
discussions of the two affect us.
The thoughts that come from our
amygdala are constricted, irrational and uncontrollable. Our
frontal-lobe thoughts take longer
to assemble, but are also more

Stress Addict

continued from page 3
about it. As far as time management goes, freaking out about an
assignment for half an hour rather
than working on it for the same
length of time is kind of dumb.
That being said, if you do end up

Liberal Arts

continued from page 3
whose thoughts are so intriguing
and so incredibly unique. I am
here now, out in the real world,
looking at the sun for the first
time, and everything I see and

rational.
The second amendment,
which gives us the right to bear
arms and establish a well-regulated militia, was a rational extension of the type of rights that
needed to be afforded to the states
in the founding era. Attacks from
the British, Native Americans and
shoulder-checks with the Spanish
in the American Southeast were
all very real and present threats.
Defense was a much more pressing issue in our nation’s infancy
than it is today.
Our traditional notion of
masculinity is also borne out of
the context of our nation’s early
history. Self-reliance, the defense
of the family, personal honor and
grit were in a sense borne out of
the same conditions that the second amendment was. The world
was a dangerous and sparsely
populated place. Individual families did not enjoy the safety net
that society provides us today. So,
our ideas of masculinity are also
carefully constructed around the
conditions of life in early America.
Guns and masculinity are glorified by our films, video games,
music and national folklore. In a
sense, guns and masculinity are
closely tied in American society.
So, by challenging one, it is hard
to avoid a conversation that leads
to the other.
People that are challenging
both our gun laws and our ideas
of masculinity are not calling for
the total annihilation of either.
Even though many social progressives are simply calling for tighter
regulations and healthier cultural
ideas of masculinity, social conservatives feel as though there is
a philosophical war being waged
against them. Although our fron-

freaking out, please don’t beat
yourself up about it.

Life at Lawrence is pretty
demanding and we can’t all be
perfectly content all the time. If
you feel like your work is about to
make you have a meltdown, stop
for a second. Sit down, take some
deep breaths and then make a list

touch is something new and exciting. Like the late great Greek writer Nikos Kazantzakis once said,
“Since we cannot change reality,
let us change the eyes which see
reality.”
It may be hard for us Greeks
to see a positive future through
the membrane of our debt crisis,

tal lobe processes our logic and
our reasoning, it seems that our
amygdala is as readily equipped to
respond to ideological attacks as it
is to respond to physical threats.
By challenging gun laws and
hyper-masculinity, the collective
amygdala of social conservatism
kicks in and shuts down any
possibility for calm and rational
conversations about either idea.
However, that is not to say that
social progressives are accountable for the overly emotional
response of social conservatives.
Regardless, it is important to
understand why it is so difficult
to have a productive conversation
about gun laws and masculinity in
the country.
In a perfect world, social conservatives should bear the responsibility of addressing their critics
in a calm and constructed manner.
However, those of us that call for a
safer and healthier country need
to consider the possibility that our
own rhetoric further entrenches
social conservatives and intensifies the amygdala response that
shuts down rational debate.
The key to mitigating the
stress response and achieving
lasting change is to control our
rhetoric in a way that critically
engages with the arguments that
social conservatives provide for
their stances on gun laws and
traditional notions of masculinity.
Being able to respect the legitimate reasons for gun ownership,
and separating the virtues and
vices of traditional masculinity help us to build bridges of
respect for those across the aisle
and make compromises to create
a safer, healthier nation.
of what you have to do. Do each of
those things one by one and check
them off your list as you go, and I
promise that you will start to feel
better.
I hope this helps some. Remember, counseling services is
there if you need someone to talk
to. I believe in you!
- Fiona

but I consider it to be my duty and
primary purpose in life to one day
return to my country and share
my views on education with my
compatriots, so that they can see
the world from an entirely new
perspective.

____________________________________

Perhaps for our generation,
the mass-murder school shooting at Columbine High School is
the first to stick with us. I can
distinctly remember watching the
news before going off to school
myself, watching the police officers give statements about the
shooters, and seeing the victims’
family and friends devastated.
The Columbine shooting seemed
to mark the beginning of a long
string of public shootings in the
United States. Considering the
reoccurrence of mass-shooting,
the government and the public
need to acknowledge the leniency of gun laws in contributing to
these shootings.
Since the start of 2015,
there have been 48 attacks on
schools. Three college campuses
have witnessed shootings resulting in casualties in October alone.
The most recent school shootings
occurred at Umpqua Community
College on Oct. 1, Northern
Arizona University on Oct. 9 and
at Texas Southern University on
Oct. 9.
At
Northern
Arizona
University, the death of one student was a result of an altercation
between two groups of students
that turned deadly. The Umpqua
Community College shooter was
carrying five hand guns and a rifle
when he took the life of 10 people.
In the case of the Umpqua shooter,
it is baffling that purchasing half
a dozen guns did not raise any
red flags, and even more baffling
that purchasing such a quantity of
guns is allowed by law.
At Texas Southern University,
a shooter was taken into custody
outside of a student residence
after an argument between a few
men led to the shooting of two of
them—one of which was killed
and the other critically wounded. Texas Southern University
President John Rudley said, “Too
many guns are accessible to students and to people in general in
our community. I talk to students
and they say guns can be bought
for $1-300. Everyone can get one.”
While people who orchestrate mass shootings are typically
mentally unstable, the accessibility of guns to citizens is conducive
to the trend of mass shootings.
No other weapon capable of mass
killings is as easily accessible as
the gun, begging the question of
why such a powerful weapon is
allowed into the hands of everyday people.

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!

FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.
Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

Ask for your Lawrence Discount!

The shooting at Umpqua
Community College in Oregon
sparked a strong reaction from the
White House as President Obama
shot some words at the National
Rifle Association: “I would ask
America’s gun owners who are
using those guns properly and
safely to hunt, for sport, for protecting their families [. . .] if your
views are being properly represented by the organization that
suggests it’s speaking for you,”
Obama said. He went on to call the
mass shooting “a political choice”
that has been made by America
to allow these mass shootings to
occur repeatedly.
Is the mere limitation of
weaponry enough? The U.S. experiences mass shootings almost
monthly. Students are scared for
their lives when going to school.
Citizens are killed in movie theaters and grocery stores. The
government can no longer stand
by and watch while publicly condemning such actions. By idly
standing by and not taking action
of their own, the government is
ineffective in reducing and preventing mass shootings. How
many more lives need to be taken
in mass shootings for something
to be done about it?
Gun owners believe that
stricter laws restrict their rights.
People also have a right to life—
a right that is being directly and
publicly threatened by those with
guns. Pro-gun activists argue that
guns do not kill people—people
kill people. While that may be
true, had gun laws been stricter,
the use of guns by those who conduct mass shootings would not
have been possible without easy
access to guns.
Ezra Klein of the Washington
Post puts it best: “If roads were
collapsing all across the United
States, killing dozens of drivers,
we would surely see that as a
moment to talk about what we
could do to keep roads from collapsing. If terrorists were detonating bombs in port after port, you
can be sure Congress would be
working to upgrade the nation’s
security measures. If a plague was
ripping through communities,
public-health officials would be
working feverishly to contain it.”
The same should be true of mass
shootings. Since people are using
guns to kill citizens, the logical
response to prevent such shootings is to eliminate the means of
killing.
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What is an issue you would like to see
addressed more often on campus?
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—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“The healthy balance
statement is an issue that goes
unaddressed until it becomes a
serious problem.”
—Amanda Leonard

“I want to see social justice
issues reach outside the group of
people who are already regularly
involved in them at Lawrence.”
—Sam Bader

“A big issue is the lack of
understanding towards the
diversity of gender expression.”
—Zoey Lin
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“Bon Appétit used to be a
positive facet of this school, but
now the degradation in quality,
quantity and variety has been
very disappointing.”
—Mady Luna

“The looming, imminent group
housing crisis should be
addressed sooner rather than
later when it’ll become a real
issue.”
—Raleigh Heath

“I think the indifference towards
correcting misogynistic views
really needs to be tackled on this
campus.”
—Colin Wolff
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